Hair Control during Scalp Surgery Using a Sterile Gel Technique

INTRODUCTION

When performing surgery on a mass or scar on the scalp, it is a common practice to preserve the hair for aesthetic reasons, unless doing otherwise is unavoidable. However, hair that is not properly sterilized may increase the risk of surgical site infection, and the remaining hair makes draping more difficult and time-consuming. Moreover, the hair may fall into the operative field during surgery, meaning that the position of the drape may also need to change [1]. To address these issues, various methods have been designed and are being used [1-5].

The authors of the present study benchmarked a method of hair control within the operative field using a sterile gel. Prior to surgery, the hair around the lesion can be organized and rearranged to the desired shape by using a sterile medical gel as a hairstyling product. Subsequently, chlorhexidine-isopropyl alcohol can be used for aseptic skin preparation, followed by draping for surgery. By controlling the hair using this method, hair can be prevented from falling into the operative field, thereby reducing the risk of surgical site infection.

IDEAS

Using hairstyling products, such as hair wax, gel, and mousse, can allow the user to hold his or her hair in a desired shape for several hours. Medical gel materials have a certain level of viscosity, which allows them to style and hold the hair in a desired shape, similarly to hairstyling products. Any gel product with a certain level of viscosity may be used for this purpose. However, in surgical contexts, it is necessary to use sterile products in order to reduce the risk of surgical site infections. Numerous multi-purpose sterile gel materials are available on the market, and among these products, lubricant gels are easy to use.

After making a preoperative design for skin incision on the mass or scar, a sterile lubricant gel was applied to the nearby hair, similarly to how hairstyling products would be applied, to create the desired shape. Next, the surgical area and nearby skin were cleaned with chlorhexidine-isopropyl alcohol for skin preparation, after which an appropriately-sized cover or drape was placed on top of the area that would be operated on (Fig. 1).

DISCUSSION

Various methods have been designed and used to preoperatively control the hair near the surgical area. Such methods include cut-
tting or shaving the hair prior to the operation, using a hair removal cream to remove the hair, dividing the hair into sections and tying it with rubber bands or clips, using a wet gauze and skin stapler to cover the hair, and leaving the hair as it is [1-5]. None of these methods have been shown to result in a statistically significant difference in surgical site infection rates [6]. Therefore, considering the psychological impact on the patient, aesthetic considerations, and patient satisfaction, it would be best not to remove the hair when possible.

In 2012, Oleszkowicz et al. [7] used sterile gel on fresh surgical wounds to reduce the risk of infection associated with ultrasound transmission gel and recommended the use of nonsterile gel on intact skin. In 2007, Salasche et al. [5] introduced various methods using scissors, expandable mesh gauze, antibiotic ointments, and mousse gel for hair control. However, no explanation was provided of the type of mousse gel used, the sterilization process, or operative field preparation, and no information was provided about the surgical site infections resulting from such factors. Decontamination of the skin with an antiseptic agent is a standard practice for transcutaneous invasive procedures. Although various types of antiseptic agents, including povidone-iodine aqueous solution, iodine in alcohol, aqueous chlorhexidine, chlorhexidine in alcohol, and alcohol are currently in use, debates continue about which is best for reducing surgical site infections [8]. However, alcohol-based agents are more effective than aqueous agents for reducing surgical site infections, and chlorhexidine-isopropyl alcohol has been re-

Fig. 1. Hair control with a sterile lubricant gel. (A, D) Preoperative condition of the hair. (B, E) Lubricant gel was applied to the area near the surgical site. The hair was styled into the desired shape, which was well maintained. (C) The shape was maintained even after sterilization with a disinfectant. A sterilized drape was laid over the area and the operation was performed.

Fig. 2. Two types of sterile medical gel materials: (A) medical lubricant gel, (B) ultrasound transmission gel.
ported to show better skin sterilization in surgical areas involving a clean wound [9]. Accordingly, the authors of the present study benchmarked a method of using gel materials for hair control near the operative field, similar to the method reported by Salasche et al. [5], and determined that using a sterile gel for hair control and preparing the surgical site with chlorhexidine-isopropyl alcohol could reduce the risk of surgical site infections.

Tying the patient’s hair requires substantial preparation time, and it is difficult to use this method when the patient has short hair. Covering the hair with gauze and a skin stapler may allow the hair to fall into the operative field during surgery, thereby requiring additional steps to hold the hair. However, the method used by the authors of the present report allows the hair to be controlled quickly and easily. Moreover, this method can be applied easily regardless of hair length, and it allows the hair to be controlled again by simply reapplying the sterilized gel, even during the operation.

The sterile medical gel materials that could be used in this method include medical lubricant gel, ultrasound transmission gel, and electrical transmission gel (Fig. 2). Although medical gels have been developed for various purposes, they are all mostly made of water, glycerin, propylene glycol, carbomer, hypromellose, and a small amount of preservative. Because these materials have a certain level of viscosity, they can be used to style and hold the hair in the desired shape. Moreover, sterilized single-dose products have become commercially available; these products are readily available in operating rooms and have a low cost.

By using the method described in this article, draping can be performed after controlling the hair in an easy, fast, and safe manner. This method can also help prevent the hair from falling into the operative field during surgery and may reduce the risk of surgical site infections. Moreover, the medical gels that can be used in this method are readily available and affordable. The authors of the present report are introducing this method because it is useful and has many advantages.
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